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Abstract
Etymologically, the word illustration (illustrationis) reveals what its vocation should be in communication design:
to bring to light, to clarify and illuminate.
Since design is a process involving moments of drawing and of verbalisation, some authors believe it reveals two
distinct modes of thinking: one more intuitive and another more rational. The relation established between the
drawing and the words seems essential in the process of discovery of form. But is it possible to disassociate these
two models of thought?

If a design project originates from a brief, or a verbalised exterior request, will not the process be an
interpretation, “to bring to light” a concept and simultaneously an author?  
This paper intends to rethink the place of illustration in the scope of design project.  
More than defining positions, it concerns finding out how illustration can bring about new methods and
approaches in design thinking.

Illustration as thought in design

Introduction
Nigel Cross indicates three possible sources for research in design: people, processes and products, where “design
knowledge resides firstly in people. (…) One immediate subject of design research, therefore, is the investigation
of this human ability – of how people design”.i

In this paper, drawing is attributed a decisive participative role in the design process. Ellen Do and Mark Gross
conclude in their research that “the act of drawing seems to support several kinds of cognitive activities that are
important in design. It seems that these activities are mainly carried out by drawing and interpreting the
drawing”.ii

Goldschmidtiii corroborates with this opinion and stresses the role of the sketch as “design input”. For this author,
the sketch allows for manipulation and quick access to previously assimilated images on one hand, while creating
room for bringing new ideas to fruition through the designer’s interpretation of it, on the other.

Still stressing the importance of the drawing, Luís Pereiraiv suggests that the mediums for design that have been
produced can be indicators of the existence of two models of creation. He puts forward a first hypothesis
according to which “the act of creation in design happens entirely at an experiential level, imagined or
represented (…)”.v In another way, more abstract representations allow, in the face of a badly defined problem,
for a search for solutions and an ensuing verbalisation that would attribute meaning to them.

This cognitive process is explained by Kaufmann, who believes that there is an interior language in which we
think, that incorporates the external language, which we speak. In this system the verbal and visual codes are
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related to one another and carry out separate functions. If on one hand the linguistic proposition has greater
exactness by virtue of its explicit description form, images, being more ambiguous, function above all at the level
of perceptive type operations such as anticipation and comparison. Kaufmann reserves the notion, however, that
in certain situations new computational processes could prove insufficient because of a lack of information,
meaning then that images in this case could function as perceptive models and thus be operational. “In extremely
new, complex or ambiguous environments, the subjects tend to change over from a strategy of linguistic
proposition to a strategy based on images”.vi

Let us begin from the premise that visual thought is fundamental for creation in design, while acknowledging
that moments of verbalisation are also essential in this process.

The drawings referred to earlier are not born of the artistic desire or intention of their authors, rather they come
about from the interpretation of words – of a request under the form of a brief. They happen in the intuition that
solutions are to be sought or that they should better define the problem and in this way they participate in the
construction of a communicational artefact which is ultimately a possible representation of a programme.

In this context, the hypothesis that we put forward is that illustration can be thought in design, and within a
specific perspective (which will be defined later), we can perhaps consider that the Project is illustration.

The concept of illustration

When one thinks of illustration, the dominant idea is that of the relation between image and text. Indeed this
notion has been defended in different ways by some authors. Nodelman understands illustration as being
“images that explain and clarify words”vii, while Núria Suari defines it as “fixed images that can decorate, adorn
or represent a text”.viii

Illustration thus seems to inaugurate a form of visual communication, at the origin of which are words. More than
translating by separate channels, illustration reveals the meanings that words cannot express. But it is the
etymology of the word “illustration” (illustrationis) that best translates the meaning that we want to apply here:
to bring to light, to clarify and illuminate. This subjacent intention to illustration brings it closer to the design
project. The Egyptian papyruses, medieval manuscripts, the posters of Milton Glaser, all demonstrate solutions in
which recourse to illustration is taken with a purpose – the need to communicate is added to the desire to make
drawing mediums aesthetically appealing.

It is worth explaining here why we chose to use the term “illustration” instead of “drawing”. An illustration is
also a drawing, but it is a drawing that fulfils an intention. Perhaps it is a question of terminology, or perhaps it
is more than this… We believe that the term illustration has, in this context, a more targeted connotation. The
representation brings a concept to light via the interpretation of its author, who also represents a self, and by
extension, a society and a moment which, as a human, the author cannot alienate him or her self from.
Illustrations are, in this way, understood as communicational artefacts, witnesses of a mode of thinking and of a
way of doing design.

The illustration Project

Ann Tylerix makes an analysis of the communication process by means of the relationship established between
the designer and the receptor, mediated by the design object.
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The object can, in an initial approach, be thought of simply as a “formal aesthetic expression”, conferring on the
audience the role of mere spectator. Here are included illustrations in which an “excess of interpretation”x prevails
in the authorship, thus compromising the efficiency of communication. In this way they are closer to artistic
expression. 

In a second approach, the receptor decodes the message but does not participate in the formation of meaning.
Here aesthetic aspects are relegated to second place and constructive and scientific aspects are valued. To this
group belong those illustrations that give rise to the greatest limitations of programmes by assuming an
informative, scientific or diagrammatic character.

There is also the perspective in which communication attempts in some way to persuade and influence the
audience.

The approach we prefer for this discussion is the semiotic approach, which recognises the specificity of the
audience. The semantic value of the object depends here on the context of the communication, the way in which
it is used, the culture and experience of the receptor whereby a literal reading gives way to a symbolic reading of
the message. The connotative sign is suggestive and indirect and can be subject to multiple meanings, requiring
the active participation of the receptor in the construction of the message.

The illustrations stemming from this approach are those in which the author manifests the self, assuming his or
her own expression and poetics, but which are his or her response to, and interpretation of, a programme. It is
this process, in which new symbolic relations are sought and created, which is believed to also be thought in
design.

The illustrator is proffered words which he or she should interpret and represent in artistic terms. The question
arises here about the production of meaning. The discovery of the narratives, the disposition and expression of
ideas reveal their form of utterance. Illustration should not reduce the text. Hints may be suggested, other
readings, and other interpretations for the word may too be stimulated. Since this deals with different semiotic
systems, the production of meaning is also carried out in different ways. There are no words to literally describe
the meanings of an illustration, nor is there an image that can translate the meanings of a text. 

The illustration is only realised when, at the moment of reception, the reader attributes one of any number of
possible meanings to it. The illustrator should be able to place him or her self in the place of the receptor, taking
into account the cognitive models from which the artefacts that he or she produces can have meaning for
people.xi

The role of intuition and emotional intelligence seem to be fundamental here. Through emotion, the designer
becomes “conscious of others” in that apart from a more rational analysis of the programme, he or she should
feel that someone is the subject of their projection.

Projection into the very person of the receptor appears have potential for the projection of illustrations. Like an
actor, the illustrator is required to give life to multiple personalities, in which his or her hand is the vehicle for this
to occur. One day it might be Alice in Wonderland, the next, a Brecht poem… This ability to change the outline,
the colour, the scale, to represent the interpretation of words of another, goes beyond ‘putting one in contact’
with individually styled verbal expressions of narrative and figures, and surely endows it with greater flexibility at
the level of thought and graphic expression.

In a process that starts with the interpretation of words and proceeds to the search for narratives, form should
ultimately bring to light a thought and a solution. (…) “the life of the words does not reside in supposed mental
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inspiration, rather in the ability of individual elocution to interact with, and provide, a starting point for another
symbolic activity. (…) Therefore, more than referring to a mental entity under the form of image or abstract idea,
the meaning in psychological terms refers to our ability to deal with interrelated and co-ordinated functions of
the signs”.xii

Beginning from a concept of design according to which innovation occurs through the author, it would be correct
to deduce that the whole project of illustration is design.

Illustration and its relationship with design today

The questions are raised: what can illustration be called today? In what way is it related to communication design?

In the way in which it was commonly understood, by the relation it established with text, illustration seems to
gain greater independence, being, as a discipline, closer to artistic expression than design project. The illustrator
often seems more concerned with illustrating him or her self than with illustrating, in a somewhat vain attitude
in which the receptor is neglected and even the nature of the words forgotten. In these cases, it is as if an
alternative narrative interferes with the reading of the text, reaching even the point of distorting it. As Frank
Weitenkrampf would say, “illustration should as much adorn a text as shed light on it. It can do both of these,
sometimes it does neither”.xiii

In another way, there is frequent refusal to create illustrations using hypermedia. Again, the creative exploration
of technology gave way to new forms of expression. Software such as Freehand and Flash make possible the
development of synthetic vectorial illustrations and allow for economy of means at the level of visual
communication, with flat colours in lines and fillings.

These representations are more often close to the object that they want to mean. The option for illustration to
the detriment of photography seems for this reason to be more a question of rhetoric, a way of seducing the
receptor, than a need to visually translate a message.

There is, on the other hand, a hugely successful trend among teenagers that finds its best form of self expression
in illustration. It concerns fictitious personages, some of which are imported from Japanese cartoons, others
tending more to caricature. Apart from the component of seduction that make up these illustrations, they are
also like projections of the author or of those that use them. Substituted for some time by photography (once
given the need to represent objects and situations, and in the absence of this technology, illustration had an
essentially iconic character), illustration today is an expressive resource used as a way of representing that which
does not exist beyond the imagination of its author, and for this reason cannot be looked upon in any other way.

Yet we can also understand illustration in its relation with communication design. Graphical solutions supported
by digital technology appear to reflect a new social posture, a time of uncertainties and in the face of the threat
of globalisation, a time when individual affirmation becomes necessary. The codes inherent to visual
communication gain autonomy and free themselves of the meanings that had thus far given them form. The
semanticity of forms are explored in a permanent game in which the receptor is also actor. In this way the
question is posed more and more in terms of rhetoric.

It could perhaps be held that these solutions are illustrations of the communication concept. They do not impose
an unequivocal meaning, but they seek diversity of connotations and allusions, permitting the receptor to
construct the meaning.
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The result can often become seducing but as a result can also run the risk of falling into a mode of ‘taking the
easy option’ and present solutions without meaning that are not thought through. So what is sought is that “(...)
designers would no longer be viewed as individuals who decorate messages, but as communicators who seek to
discover convincing arguments by means of a new synthesis of images and words”.xiv

Illustration as thought in design

Illustration as part of the education and training of designers can be an approach tool to the project while at the
same time can develop abilities at the level of emotional intelligence by means of the dynamics that are
established between the visual and the verbal. Drawing, while so often intimidating, is facilitated by the
association of meanings that are transported by words, which in turn become more familiar because they have
in themselves a code which they find easier to deal with.

If the properties that are attributed to objects result from interaction, illustration could also favour thought by
metaphors, since it involves the imagination, allowing one to “understand and experiment one thing by means
of another”.xv

Lorraine Wild suggests, in “The Education of a Graphic Designer”, that more attention be given to “learning how
to learn, to writing - enabler of a conceptual and expressive communication, to the study of operations that occur
in verbal relations like rhetoric, semantics and narrative, to storytelling - as an element of the basic structure of
communication, and finally to the study of fantasy, simulation, bricolage and other forms of subversion - as
possible stimuli towards a more innovative approach to design”.xvi

The illustration project places the designer in training in the face of the need to interpret a text and to resolve it
in visual terms. This contact would allow for not only a more motivating and involved reading but also a proximity
to the construction of narratives, their grammar and their rhetoric.

If the design project is developed during moments of drawing and verbalisation, it would be desirable that the
verbal and visual language did not become developed separately, rather that they could find common stimuli.
Illustration could, by the nature of the project itself, bring about new approaches in the sense that each illustrator
would slowly construct his own expression. It would perhaps be thanks to this that the project would be one of
discovery and affirmation of authorship, one in which the learning designer would be confronted with his
representations and with the need to communicate visually. The response to the constraints of a programme by
means of interpretation and manifestation of a poetic could be an enriching experience, enabling innovative
solutions.

Conclusions

The idea that we attempt to put across here is that apart from the meaning under which illustration is normally
understood - adornment or decoration - there is a subjacent process to the creation of illustration that somehow
allows one to recognise links with the design process.

To rethink illustration is to return its meaning to it as a communication design project - to clarify, but also to
illuminate. Understanding that “expression does not dress thought in design, rather, expression is thought in
design, providing the integrated aesthetic experience that incorporates the array of technical decisions contained
in any product”.xvii
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Illustration would at last be a vehicle for creative thought in design, in a process in which the manifestation of
the authorship results from the interpretation of the words and the search for new symbolic relations, constructed
through the relation that it establishes with the receptor.
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